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Hair Today, Gone Tomorrow
Good news: unsightly body hair can now be effectively and permanently removed,
say the experts at Thomas D’esthetique.

If you’ve been noticing excessive hair growth
on certain areas of your body, you are not
alone. Many men notice unwanted hair on
their chest, underarms, back, legs and even
the nether region. These men sometimes find
themselves the centre of attention at the
beach — for all the wrong reasons.
And don’t forget those painful ingrown
hairs even your girlfriend’s tweezers can’t
reach Shaving only makes matter worse.
Going to the salon to get yourself waxed isn’t
a permanent solution either — some have
reported that they had to pay for several
appointments before the root of the problem
was found and addressed.

DLight Offers:
• Permanent hair removal
within a few sessions
• A safe, clinically proven
treatment
• Quick removal of hair
without downtime

Discover DLight

DLight is a revolutionary light system that is
able to remove hair on any part of your body.
It’s a proven and clinically safe method that is
virtually painless. There is no downtime, and
no fuss.
The secret is in the special light emitted,
which penetrates deep into the skin and applies
heat to the follicle as well as coldness to the
dermis. This gets rid of hair without heating
the skin.

Results that last

In your first session, only 20 percent of hair is
removed. But right after treatment, you’ll notice
that skin is smooth and hair-free. At this point,
80 percent of hair is still present, and will soon
re-emerge on the surface of the skin.
However, the nature of this regrown hair has
been changed in the process of the DLight
treatment. All it takes is a few more painless
treatments to completely eliminate these hairs,
at their roots.

Thomas D’esthetique
Has the Expertise

Hair removal is a delicate job and should only
be put in the hands of experts. Thomas
D’esthetique is the pioneer for hair removal for
men, being in the business for more than 18
years. Many satisfied customers have reported
that they’ve been pleased with the results
they’ve achieved in just a few sessions.
Thomas D’Esthetique is located at 5 Coleman Street, #03-01, Excelsior Hotel & Shopping Center. For more information, call 6337 6858.

